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Refugee School Teacher
Drawing : Yesterday.
By a 24 year old
woman teaching in
Alaba Primary School
in Bidi Bidi Refugee
Settlement on the
Ugandan-SouthSudanese border.

Today ; by the 24
year old woman
teaching in Alaba
Refugee Primary
School in Bidi Bidi
Refugee Settlement
on the UgandanSouth-Sudanese
border.

Tomorrow; created
by a 12 year old
Afghan Girl.
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1.

MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER
In 2021, we all continued to confront the challenges of the Covid-19
pandemic which only highlighted further the vulnerabilities and weaknesses
of humanity and yet this time around there is light, light that this pandemic is
finally under relative control.
During this last year, we concentrated our efforts on our educational/program
research, conferences speaking out about human-rights and gender-equality
and our distance-learning programs with onsite work on-hold due to travel
restrictions. However, our workload was plentiful and we continued to develop
and grow, distance-learning programs were put in place with our research
partner Roma Tre University for primary schools and teachers, several
conferences were given and and we moved forward finalizing our GenderEquality Education program for girls, children and women living in refugee
camps in East Africa.
I am so appreciative of the work we have done as a team over the last 12
months, how all members of YTT have remained committed to their tasks and
how together we continue to learn, grow and advance as one.
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Bryan Mc Cormack

2.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our overarching mission as a global
education NGO is to develop and
implement our unparalleled, art-based,
Y T T Gender-Equalit y learning
approach, through in-country educators/
teachers from Refugee-Led and/
or Community-based-Organizations,
specifically to girls/children/women living
in marginalized communities (refugee
settlements ) in East Africa.
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3.

VISION

“

A world in which
every single
refugee girl,
woman and child is
empowered through
the ytt Genderequality education
program.

”
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4.

WHAT WE HAVE
DONE THIS YEAR

This last year, with the pandemic still
limiting our onsite program funding
and travel, we focused on three
distinct areas : Continuing conferences
speaking on the Y T T learning
approach, gender- equality & humanrights. Our on-going work with our
gender- equality - antidiscrimination
programs for Italian public schools
through our research par tner Roma
Tre University. Our preparations for
our h u g e (2022-2025) onsite GenderEquality Education program for girls/
children/women living in two of the
biggest refugee camps in the world in
Uganda.
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We presented the Y T T learning approach
and spoke- out about gender- equality and
human-rights at several international
academic conferences (both physical &
online), including :
“The Humanitarian Panel: Suppor ting Refugee
Populations”, Webinar for the Development
Employability Week at the University of East
Anglia (UEA), Nor wich, UK.
“Understanding difference in the world
: Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow, an Inclusive
Learning Approach”. Roma Tre University,
along with MUSED and Sapienza University,
Rome Italy.
“YT T Per formance Techniques workshop”, the
University of the West of Scotland, Scotland,
U.K.

“Human-Rights in the Mediterranean
: The YTT Learning Approach”, as par t
of European Narrations post- graduate
course, Roma Tre University, Ventotene
island, Italy.
“Trans-Med Fall School: YT T for new
narrations about diversity”, Master Exper t
in historical communication, multimedia
& digital languages, Roma Tre University,
Rome, Italy.
Our gender- equality - anti- discrimination
public schools program was again run
in a number of Italian state primar y
schools, reaching hundreds of children
(10-13 years old) and their teachers. We
also worked with university students
from Morocco, Algeria, Lebanon, Chad,
Tunisia and Egypt through the PRIMED
Prevention and Interaction project,
teaching them the Y T T learning
approach.
Finally, we concentrated a lot of our
focus in the preparation of our 3 year
(2022-2025) onsite Gender-Equality
Education program in Uganda.
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The preparation involved the research and
development of both the teacher-training
program for our future locally-based teachers
and the student program that the teachers will
instruct to their students. This also included
local networking groundwork, building-up our
structure of locally based organisations with
whom we can work with and will be par t of this
program.
As we believe that to obtain long-term
sustainability & real-world impact for tens
of thousands of girls and children living in
marginalised communities (refugee settlements)
in Uganda, it is necessar y to work hand-inhand with locally-based instructors/teachers
coming from Refugee-Led- Organisations and/
or Community-Based- Organisations who will
teach the Y T T Gender-Equality Education
program . A program which is an imperative tool
to combat against discrimination, exploitation
and to advance personal and community
empowerment.
We have also posted weekly the Y T T visual
language (giving voice to the voiceless) on our
different social media accounts, reaching
thousands of people.

5.

PROGRAMS

Our art-based gender-equality and Non-discrimination
education programs cover the 2030 SDG’s, in particular :

GOAL
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(Quality Education)
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GOAL

5

GOAL

GOAL
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(Gender Equality)

(Reducing Inequality)

(Peace, Justice, and
Strong Institutions)

These programs are specifically developed for marginalized communities and are the point
zero from which to move for ward, as a lack of gender- equality knowledge, understanding
and rights, completely impairs girls/children/women from taking the first steps to personal
development, formal- education, safety and community-life improvement.

Our
programs
are unique

It is only by addressing this root
cause that we can seriously advance

empowerment for girls,
women and children.
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they tackle the
very essence of
gender-inequality
and discrimination.

Which is a lack of
understanding
derived from
innate prejudice
i.e. a preconceived
opinion that is not
based on reason
nor experience.

That is why, together with exper ts
from several renowned Universities
in the fields of Educational Science,
Ar t and Psychology, we have solely
worked on researching, developing
and implementing a learning approach
that removes innate prejudice and
increases profound understanding
of gender- equality and humanrights .
All our programs are implemented
by collaborating-with, training and
transferring the programs, learning
approach and skills to locally-based
educators. Through on-going training
both on-site & online, lesson-programs,
program evaluation/monitoring tools and
monthly online suppor t, local educators
can concretely and effectively teach
gender- equality and non- discrimination
education to girls/children/women in
informal learning environments.
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6.
As Y T T is a
French-registered
and Paris-based
NGO, our financial
repor t is in French,
prepared by the
French independent
auditor EXPONENS
Conseil & Exper tise.
For an English
language version,
please contact Y T T.
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FINANCIAL REPORTS
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7.

OUTLOOK FOR 2022
As we all know Covid is still omnipresent around the world but at least
under enough control that we can concretely plan our next steps which will
be in the direction of East Africa and more precisely Uganda...

Gender-equaLIty education program :
WHEN ?
Beginning in May.
Huge 3 year
onsite
program.

WHERE ?
Bidi-Bidi
Refugee
Settlement

Rwamwanja
Refugee
Settlement

... with TENS OF THOUSANDS of direct beneficiaries (girls/
children/women & school-teachers) and indirect beneficiaries
(par ticipants households and communities) per year.
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This program will involve the Y T T
research team finishing to develop two
tailored-made programs : one for the
local teachers and one for the schoolchildren. Then there will be numerous
onsite trainings between the Y T T team
and local teachers after which the local
teachers will implement the program with
their students in the local schools situated
inside of the two refugee settlements.
We will also begin a research-based
project along with the University of the
West of Scotland and the educational
depar tment of the War Childhood Museum
in Sarajevo to run regular YT T PeaceBuilding Workshops for local schoolchildren from primar y and secondar y
schools as well as adult learners. And of
course, we will continue our schools works
with Roma Tre University.
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Bidi-Bidi
Refugee Settlement,
located on the Ugandan/
South Sudanese border.

Rwamwanja
Refugee Settlement,
located on the Ugandan/
Congolese (DRC) border

2nd

population is more than

largest refugee camp in
the world.

population is more than

250,000
85%

are women and children.
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80,000
82%

are women and children.

Both populations living in these
settlements have fled their
countr y of origin due to the
pover ty, violence and atrocities
of civil war / more than a decade
of conflict, specifically the M23
rebellion and the broader Kivu
conflict.

8.

GOVERNANCE

Founded at the
end of 2017, we
are a Paris based,
French registered
(Association 1901)
Global Humanitarian
Organisation
developing and
implementing
Gender-Equality
Education inside
marginalised
communities around
the World.
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9.

CONNECT WITH US
Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow (YTT)
29 rue Clavel,
Paris 75019,
France
E-mail
yesterdaytodaytomorrowbmc@gmail.com
Website
https://www.yttassociation.org/

Yesterday
Today
Tomorrow
- YTT
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@Yester_Today_T

Yesterday_Today_
Tomorrow(YTT)

YesterdayToday-Tomorrow
(YTT)

ytt_ngo

